Body weight set point studies in weanling rats with dorsomedial hypothalamic lesions (DMNL rats).
In order to further characterize a previously postulated "organismic" set point, weanling DMNL and control (CON) rats were maintained on lab chow ad lib (AL) for 55 post-operative days. Subsequently, some DMNL and CON rats were food-restricted (REST) to 80% of the food intake of their AL-fed counterparts for 24 days. At this point, representative rats from each group were killed by decapitation and the remaining animals were re-fed AL and killed 7 and 22 days thereafter. At the end of REST, both DMNL and CON showed significant weight loss, which was greater in CON than in DMNL rats. After 7 days of refeeding, DMNL rats normalized their body weights but re-fed CON still weighed less than AL-fed CON 22 days after refeeding. Food intake in formerly REST groups overshot on refeeding for 7 days, but this was significant only in DMNL rats. Notably, during this time formerly REST-DMNL ate as much as AL-fed CON. Efficiency of food utilization was normal in DMNL during AL feeding and became reduced on REST as it did in REST-CON. Notably, on refeeding formerly REST-DMNL rats overshot that of AL-fed DMNL rats by the same magnitude as previously REST-CON overshot the values of AL-fed CON. After 22 days of refeeding, this overshoot was still evident in DMNL but not in CON. At the end of the REST period, plasma insulin and glucose were similar in AL-fed DMNL and AL-fed CON. They were significantly and comparably reduced in both REST-DMNL and REST-CON compared to the AL-fed DMNL and AL-fed CON. On refeeding these changes normalized within seven days. At the end of REST, plasma free fatty acid concentrations were higher in REST-DMNL and REST-CON than in AL-fed DMNL and AL-fed CON. After seven days of refeeding they normalized only in formerly REST-CON. Plasma glycerol and total protein were normal throughout all groups, as was carcass protein. Carcass fat was equivalently reduced in both DMNL and CON at the end of REST and normalized 7 days after refeeding. AL-DMNL had the same carcass fat as AL-CON and REST-DMNL had the same carcass fat as REST-CON. In conjunction with previously reported normal anabolic hormone levels the data suggest that DMNL rats are not growth-retarded but are merely scaled down in size without compromise of their homeostatic competence. We take this as strong evidence for the existence of an "organismic" set point.